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Lissa's world has just turned upside down. Her father has been in jail and is coming home for Christmas. She
can't bear the way her mother and sister are so happy and making welcome plans. After all, he was the one
who let them all down and spoilt her life wasn't he? Before he went to jail they had a nice house, she had
trendy clothes and anything pretty much that she wanted. Now it is 'Not so high and mighty now are you?at
school. Life gets better when new girl Diane arrives at school. She sympathises with Lissa, doesn't make fun
of her dad, and tells Lissa to ignore the taunts at school. And Diane's parents have the big house that Lissa
used to have so Lissa can at least play make-believe But Lissa doesn't realise that Diane is very
manipulative. And she doesn't realise either how much her dad loves her. It is only when a combination of
events come together that she has to face facts about who and what are important to her. topical, pacy writing
that has been proven to have many fans
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From reader reviews:

Lenora Dryer:

This Bad Company are generally reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
reason of this Bad Company can be one of the great books you must have is definitely giving you more than
just simple examining food but feed anyone with information that might be will shock your previous
knowledge. This book is definitely handy, you can bring it just about everywhere and whenever your
conditions both in e-book and printed kinds. Beside that this Bad Company forcing you to have an enormous
of experience for example rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that we all know it useful in
your day pastime. So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Abel Cooke:

The actual book Bad Company has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
help. The book was written by the very famous author. The writer makes some research prior to write this
book. That book very easy to read you can find the point easily after scanning this book.

Patrick Austin:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to opt for
book like comic, small story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not hoping Bad Company that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can
be said as the opportinity for people to know world far better then how they react in the direction of the
world. It can't be said constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants
to be success person. So , for all of you who want to start studying as your good habit, you can pick Bad
Company become your own personal starter.

Jennifer Lewis:

You can find this Bad Company by browse the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it might to
be your solve problem if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only
by simply written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book simply by e-book. In the modern era
similar to now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now,
choose your current ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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